1. Introduction

Electronic power converters connected to electrical grids allow industrial processes, traction applications and home appliances to be improved by controlling the energy flow depending on the operation conditions of both the electrical load and the grid. This is the case of variable frequency drives, which can be found in pump drives or ship propulsion systems (Bose, 2009) maintaining the electrical machine in the required operation state while ensuring a proper current consumption from the electrical grid. Recent researching and developing efforts on grid-connected power converters are due to the integration of renewable energy sources in electrical grids, which requires the implementation of new functionalities, such as grid support, while maintaining reduced current distortion levels and an optimal power extraction from the renewable energy source (Carrasco et al., 2006; Liserre et al., 2010).

In the most general case, a grid-connected power converter consists of power and control stages which ensures the appropriate energy management (Erickson & Maksimovic, 2001; Mohan et al., 2003). In the first one, electronic power devices, such as power diodes, thyristors, insulated gate bipolar transistors (IGBTs) or MOS-controlled thyristors (MCTs), and passive elements (inductances and capacitors) are found. The switching state of the power devices allows the voltage or current across the passive components to be controlled. Resistive behaviors must be minimized in order to avoid conduction power losses. The second stage, in case of controlled semiconductor devices, consists of a signal conditioning system and the required hardware for implementation of the converter controller (Bose, 2006).

Recent advances in field programmable gate arrays (FPGAs) and digital signal processors (DSPs) allow the complexity and functionalities of the controllers employed in power converters to be increased and improved (Bueno et al., 2009). In grid-connected power converters these functionalities include, in most cases, the synchronization with the electrical grid, the evaluation of the reference current amplitude at the grid-side and current control (Kazmierkowski et al., 2002). The amplitude and phase of the grid-side current depends on the reference current evaluation and the synchronization subsystems while the current controller ensures that the current waveform matches the reference one. The implementation of these subsystems depends on the application characteristics. Other functionalities, such as grid support (Ullah et al., 2009) or detection of the islanding condition (De Mango, Liserre & D’Aquila, 2006; De Mango, Liserre, D’Aquila & Pigazo, 2006), can be added if it is required.

These controller functionalities can be implemented by applying diverse approaches, such as digital signal processing techniques, i.e. Fourier Transforms (McGrath et al., 2005), Kalman...
Filters (Moreno et al., 2007) or Discrete Wavelet Transforms (DWTs) (Pigazo et al., 2009). Frequency and time localization of wavelet analysis allow the performance of controllers in grid-connected power converters to be improved. This is the case of active power filters, where the compensation reference current can be evaluated by means of DWT (Driesen & Belmans, 2002), modulation techniques in controlled rectifiers (Saleh & Rahman, 2009) or the controller design process using averaging models of power converters (Gandelli et al., 2001).

This book chapter proposes to take advantage of DWTs’ properties in order to improve the synchronization subsystem of controllers in grid-connected power converters. After a review of the state of art in wavelet analysis applied to power electronics, the main characteristics of controllers in grid-connected power converters are presented as well as the new approach for synchronization purposes. Results validating the proposal, considering diverse operation conditions, are shown.

2. Wavelet analysis applied to power converters

The wavelet analysis has been mainly applied to signal analysis and processing (i.e. identification and classification) in electrical power systems (voltage and current) during the last twenty years (Ribeiro, 1994; Robertson et al., 1994). The wavelet analysis was firstly applied to power system protection, power quality measurement, detection of power system transients, partial discharges, forecasting of electrical loads due to its capability for fast and accurate identification of transients (Castro & Diaz, 2002). In recent years this signal processing technique has been also applied in order to control power electronic converters, such as dc-dc, inverters, rectifiers, active power filters and unified power quality conditioners (UPQCs). This chapter section shows some of these applications both to power systems and, more specifically, power converters.

2.1 Wavelet analysis in power systems

The power system protection can be improved by applying the wavelet analysis to activate the relays in case of power system transients. Time resolution capability of the wavelet analysis is employed in (Chaari et al., 1996) for detection of earth faults in case of a 20 kV resonant grounded network. High impedance faults identification and protection of transformers and generators by means of wavelets are also shown in (Solanki et al., 2001) and (Eren & Devaney, 2001) respectively. In this last case, the frequency resolution of wavelets allows the changes of the power signals’ spectra to be measured in order to detect the degradation of the insulation and identify internal and external faults. Wavelets have been also employed for modeling of electrical machines in wind turbines and detection of turn-to-turn rotor faults (Dinkhauser & Fuchs, 2008).

The evaluation of the electrical power quality (PQ) can take advantage of wavelet analysis for detection and measurement of interferences, impulses, notches, glitches, interruptions, harmonics, flicker and other disturbances. In case of harmonic currents/voltages and voltage flicker the multiresolution analysis (MRA) using wavelet filter banks (Pham & Wong, 1999; Pham et al., 2000) and continuous wavelet transforms (Zhen et al., 2000) can be applied. The propagation of power system transients can be also analyzed by means of wavelets (Heydt & Galli, 1997; Wilkinson & Cox, 1996). The characteristics of partial discharges (short duration, high frequency and low amplitude) make it difficult to detect. Wavelet analysis allows partial discharges to be detected due to its time resolution, as it is shown in (Shim et al., 2000) in case of transformer windings and cables.
The efficient management of electrical power system requires a proper forecasting of electrical loads. The combination of wavelets and neural networks in (Huang & Yang, 2001; Yao et al., 2000) allows it by considering the current waveforms as a linear combination of different frequencies. The wavelet analysis can also be applied for measurement of the electrical active/reactive power and the root mean square (rms) value of line voltages and currents on a frequency band basis (Hamid & Kawasaki, 2001).

2.2 Wavelet analysis in controllers for power converters

Wavelets have been recently applied in power converters used in diverse applications. The covered functionalities include modeling of the power converter, its control and supervision tasks.

In order to obtain a more flexible model of a dc/dc power converter, wavelets are applied in (Ponci et al., 2009) for detection of the operation mode of the power converter, consisting on an extension of conventional analysis techniques based on state-space averaging. A model of a dc/ac converter based on wavelets is obtained in (Gandelli et al., 2002) in order to perform a detailed analysis and the optimization of the power converter.

Wavelet-based controllers have been also proposed in literature in order to improve the performance of the power converter. This is the case of (Hsu et al., 2008), where a wavelet-based neural network is employed in order to minimize the impact of input voltage and load resistance variations on a dc/dc converter. In (Saleh & Rahman, 2009) wavelets allow a new switching strategy to be developed in order to reduce the harmonic content of the output voltage in a ac/dc converter maintaining unity power factor. A three-phase induction generator (IG) system for stand-alone power systems is controlled by means of one ac/dc plus one dc/ac converter and applying a recurrent wavelet neural network (RWNN) controller with improved particle swarm optimization (IPSO) (Teng et al., 2009). The controllers in dc/ac converters can be optimized by applying wavelets, this is the case of (Mercorelli et al., 2004), where it is employed for optimization of the applied model predictive controller. The wavelet analysis is applied in (González et al., 2008) in order to evaluate the performance of the employed modulation technique, including the spectrum of the converter output voltage and its ripple. Controllers in multilevel converters can also take advantage of wavelets, as it is shown in (Iwaszkiewicz & Perz, 2007), in order to ensure a better and faster adaptation of their output voltage waveforms to sine waveforms and reduce the harmonic distortion of the output voltage at relatively low switching frequencies. High-level control functionalities, such as islanding detection or source impedance measurement, required in distributed generation systems connected to electrical grids can also obtain benefits from the wavelet analysis. The high frequency bands of voltage and current waveforms are evaluated in (Pigazo et al., 2009; 2007) in order to detect the islanding condition. The power system impedance can be measured in real-time by injecting a controlled disturbance into the electrical grid, the wavelet analysis allows an fast detection of faults (Sumner et al., 2006). The wavelets can be also applied for characterization of power converters’ performance. In (Knezevic et al., 2000) the wavelet analysis is applied for measurement of transients caused by ac/dc converters.

3. Controllers in grid-connected power converters

The general structure of a single-phase grid-connected power converter, including both power and control stages, is shown in Fig. 1. The power stage of the dc/ac converter consists of an IGBT full-bridge with diodes, which synthesizes a low frequency ac voltage by changing the IGBTs’ switching states, the gate circuit, which applies the required gate signals in order to
switch on and off the controlled power devices, an LCL-filter, employed as a second-order low pass filtering stage which allows the high frequency ripple of the full-bridge output voltage to be filtered out and a dc-side filtering stage, which can be implemented by means of one shunt capacitor (first order) or a series inductance plus a shunt capacitor (second order).

Fig. 1. Three-phases three-wires grid connected dc/ac converter.

Depending on the application characteristics, the converter controller functionalities are implemented using analog or digital circuitries and, in the second case, FPGAs, DPSs and microcontrollers (µCs) allow more flexible and complex controllers to be designed and implemented (Bueno et al., 2008; Koizumi et al., 2006; Kojabadi et al., 2006). In case of grid-connected power converters, both inverters and controlled rectifiers switching at relatively high frequencies (around 10 kHz), the main functionalities that must be implemented are grid synchronization, evaluation of the reference for current injection/consumption, grid side current control and pulse width modulation (PWM) (Kazmierkowski et al., 2002). The grid synchronization block must generate, at least, a reference signal \( \sin \omega t \) which must track properly the fundamental component of the grid voltage \( v_g \). Depending on the application, i.e. distributed generation systems, the grid frequency must be also measured in order to implement load sharing algorithms (Guerrero et al., 2004). The evaluation of the instantaneous values of the reference current \( i^* \) is required in order to determine the proper current which must flow from/to the electrical grid \( i_g \). The implementation of this functionality depends on the application and, hence, on the implemented high level control functionalities such as reactive power requirements, harmonic control, tolerance to grid disturbances or the maintenance of the dc-bus voltage. The obtained values of \( i^* \) are applied to a current controller. This block must ensure that the grid side current \( i_g \) matches the reference ones \( i^* \). Diverse approaches, such as hysteresis (Ho et al., 2009), deadbeat (Mohamed & El-Saadany, 2008), proportional-integral (PI) controllers (Dannehl et al., 2010), resonant controllers (Liserre et al., 2006), repetitive controllers (Weiss et al., 2004) or inner model controllers (Gabe et al., 2009), can be found in literature for this purpose.
Finally, the control action must be applied to the gate circuitry of the H-bridge, where square signal waveforms with variable width are required. In order to obtain these variable switching patterns, diverse approaches can be also found. A detailed description of these techniques is available in (Holmes & Lipo, 2003).

4. Synchronization subsystem in grid-connected power converters

Main approaches for synchronization of the power converter to the electrical grid are zero crossing detection (Vainio & Ovaska, 1995; Valiviita, 1999) and phase locked loops (PLLs) (El-Amawy & Mirbod, 1988; Freijedo et al., 2009). While the first one can be easily implemented by means of analog circuitry, power system disturbances such as partial discharges can result in synchronization problems and an erroneous reference current $i^*$. Due to this fact, the second approach and other based on digital signal processing techniques, i.e. DFT (McGrath et al., 2005) and Kalman filter (Moreno et al., 2007), are preferred. A common approach for implementation of PLLs includes a phase detection (PD) block, a low-pass filtering stage and a voltage controlled oscillator (VCO). By applying the PD block, the input signal $v_g$ is shifted in the frequency domain to low frequency while other frequency components of the input signal are shifted to higher frequencies. The obtained signal is applied to a low-pass filtering stage for filtering out frequency components of the input signal which must not be tracked. Once filtered out, the obtained signal is proportional to the phase error of the input signal $v_g$ and the signal which is generated by the VCO and applied to PD block. Due to the closed loop structure, and depending on the characteristics of the input signal, the PD block and the low-pass filtering stage, the VCO will adjust the relative phase and frequency of the generated signal in order to match the frequency component of $v_g$ to be tracked.

Diverse approaches have been proposed in the literature in order to implement the functional blocks in the previous paragraph but one of the most applied ones in case of grid-connected power converters is based on the Park Transformation. Its general structure for the synchronization of a single-phase grid-connected power converter is shown in Fig. 2. The grid voltage is measured, digitized and applied to the software PLL by means of the input port $V_g$. This signal is employed to generate a virtual quadrature component, denoted as $\beta$, which allows the grid voltage, considered as $\alpha$, to be represented as a phasor on a stationary complex reference frame (Clarke Transformation), obtaining $\alpha\beta$ components of this single-phase voltage signal. The obtained instantaneous values of this voltage phasor are transformed again by applying the Park Transformation, which carries out a frequency shift of the fundamental frequency tracked by the software PLL. This allows $dq$ components of the voltage phasor, obtained in a rotating reference frame, to be generated. Once the software PLL is tracking the fundamental frequency properly (in phase), the $q$ component of this transformation should be equal to zero and, hence, the instantaneous phase generated by the software PLL should be properly controlled. This is done by the Controller block. The impact of possible amplitude variations, i.e. due to voltage sags, can be prevented by means of a normalization block which generates $dq$ components in the range [-1,1]. The Controller generates, as a result of its operation and once the software PLL is operating properly, a measure of the grid frequency. The instantaneous phase can be obtained by means of a discrete integrator and, then, a sinusoidal output signal with unity amplitude and in-phase with the grid voltage signal can be generated by applying $\sin$ and $\cos$ functions to the measured instantaneous phase. These trigonometric functions are required by the Park Transformation in order to generate the $dq$ components.
4.1 Proposed synchronization subsystem

The Controller block of the software PLL is commonly implemented as a PI controller or, more generally, as a first order or second order low pass filter, however, recent researching works on DWTs for control applications suggest that the performance of PI controllers can be improved by using DWTs (Parvez & Gao, 2005). The proposed software PLL substitutes the PI controller by a DWT implemented using filter banks. The inner structure of the Controller in case of the proposed software PLL is shown in Fig. 3. As it can be seen, it consists of one Buffer, where $2^L$ samples of the input are buffered to be analyzed and $L$ is the number of decomposition levels, the Dyadic Analysis Filter Bank from the Signal Processing Blockset in MatLab/Simulink, which generates an output vector containing the output at each sub-band. Then, the loop gains, contained in the Constant Diagonal Matrix Block and needed to adjust the response of the proposed software PLL, are applied. Finally, the Controller output signal is obtained by adding the current output of the previous stage at each sub-band.

5. Simulation results

In order to analyze the performance of the proposed synchronization block diverse simulation tests have been carried out. After the selection of the most suitable mother wavelet considering diverse decomposition levels and operation conditions, the proposed synchronization system is employed in order to control a dc machine by means of a grid connected controlled rectifier. The applied tests include step amplitude variations of the voltage grid from $23\sqrt{2}$ V to $230\sqrt{2}$ V and step frequency variations from 47.5 Hz to 52.5 Hz, in both cases including a 7% 5th voltage harmonic. The employed sampling frequency is 6.4 kHz.
5.1 Selection of the mother wavelet

The selection of the most suitable mother wavelet has been carried out considering decomposition levels (L) in the range [3,6]. At each decomposition level, diverse values of the WPLL loop gains have been applied under the operation conditions described previously. The obtained results, the average error magnitude of the WPLL and the ripple of this error, have been measured 0.5 s after each transient in order to compare the performance of each mother wavelet. Figs. 4, 5, 6 and 7 show the obtained results for L in [3,6].

From Fig. 4, the best results at $L = 3$ are obtained by applying a Daubechies 7 mother wavelet with a loop gain at the lowest frequency sub-band $GA_3 = 39$. In this case, the cumulative measured average error of the WPLL falls to $1.1 \cdot 10^{-3} \text{ V}$ after the first transient, which reaches $5.2 \cdot 10^{-3} \text{ V}$ after the frequency step. The error ripple measured after the grid voltage transients are $0.23 \text{ V}$ and $0.16 \text{ V}$. The worst results are obtained in case of Daubechies 4 at $GA_3$, reaching cumulative average errors of $2.0 \cdot 10^{-2} \text{ V}$ after both grid voltage transients. In case of the measured error ripple, it decreases up to $5.4 \cdot 10^{-3} \text{ V}$ and $4.6 \cdot 10^{-2}$ respectively but, as it will be shown in the following subsection, the phase of the input signal is not tracked accurately due to the average error.

In case of four decomposition levels ($L = 4$, in Fig. 5), the most suitable mother wavelet is Haar applying $GA_4 = 43$. The obtained cumulative average errors after each transient of the grid voltage are $1.1 \cdot 10^{-3} \text{ V}$ and $2.0 \cdot 10^{-3} \text{ V}$ respectively. The measured ripples are $0.14 \text{ V}$ and $0.16 \text{ V}$ respectively. In comparison to the obtained results for $L = 3$, in this case ($L = 4$) the cumulative error after the grid frequency transient is reduced to 38%. The comparison of the measured ripples using $L = 3$ and $L = 4$ shows that, after the first transient, $L = 4$ with Haar wavelets results on better results. The worst results in case of $L = 4$ are obtained
Fig. 5. L=4. a) Magnitude of the WPLL average error after the voltage amplitude step, b) magnitude of the WPLL average error after the fundamental grid frequency step, c) ripple of the WPLL error after the voltage amplitude step and d) ripple of the WPLL error after the voltage amplitude step.

by employing Coifet 5 as mother wavelet with GA₄ = 21. The obtained cumulative average errors are 2.0 · 10⁻² V and 8.6 · 10⁻³ V while the measured ripples reach 1.1 · 10⁻² V and 1.5 V.

From Fig. 6, again Haar wavelets, in this case with GA₅ = 29, result on the best tracking of the applied grid voltage. The measured cumulative average errors were 8.1 · 10⁻⁴ V and 2.6 · 10⁻³ V after the amplitude and frequency steps respectively while, in case of the error ripple, the measured values were 0.14 V and 0.12 V. Comparing these results to the ones obtained in case of L = 4, the cumulative average error decreases after the amplitude step of the grid voltage due to the added fifth decomposition level. The worst results at L = 5 are obtained for symlet 8, where the cumulative average errors after the transients are 2 · 10⁻² V and 1.7 · 10⁻² V. The measured error ripples are 2.4 · 10⁻² and 0.16 V.

Again in case of L = 6 (Fig. 7), Haar wavelets with GA₆ = 22 allow the best tracking performance to be reached. The measured cumulative average errors in this case were 6.4 · 10⁻⁴ V and 9.3 · 10⁻⁴ V corresponding to amplitude and frequency transients respectively, which improves the obtained results in case of L = 5. The measured error ripples were 0.16 V and 0.22 V. The worst results were obtained in case of the mother wavelet Biorthonormal 4.4, with cumulative average errors equal to 2.0 · 10⁻² V and 1.6 · 10⁻² V. The error ripple reached 0.02 V and 0.67 V for each grid voltage transient.

The evolution of the frequency measurement obtained by means of the WPLL in case of L = 3, Daubechies 7, GA₃ = 39 and GD₃ = 30 is shown in Fig. 8a where the response time of the WPLL is 305 ms. Response times with Haar wavelet and four (GA₄ = 43, GD₄ = 18.5) and five (GA₅ = 29, GD₅ = 4.5 and GD₄ = 3) decomposition levels are shown in Fig. 8b and 8c. In these cases the measured response times are 64 ms and 150 ms corresponding to L = 4 and
Fig. 6. L=5. a) Magnitude of the WPLL average error after the voltage amplitude step, b) magnitude of the WPLL average error after the fundamental grid frequency step, c) ripple of the WPLL error after the voltage amplitude step and d) ripple of the WPLL error after the voltage amplitude step.

Fig. 7. L=6. a) Magnitude of the WPLL average error after the voltage amplitude step, b) magnitude of the WPLL average error after the fundamental grid frequency step, c) ripple of the WPLL error after the voltage amplitude step and d) ripple of the WPLL error after the voltage amplitude step.
Fig. 8. Time response of the WPLL. a) Frequency measurement with $L = 3$, b) WPLL error with $L = 3$, c) Frequency measurement with $L = 4$, d) WPLL error with $L = 4$, e) Frequency measurement with $L = 5$ and f) WPLL error with $L = 5$.

$L = 5$. In despite of a higher number of decomposition levels, the response time of Daubechies 7 is the longest one due to the filter length. Haar wavelets result on simple filter banks with low response times. Moreover, from Fig. 8.e, the WPLL performance improves by selecting more decomposition levels which results on less frequency ripple.

The WPLL outputs, considering Daubechies 7 ($L = 3$) and Haar ($L = 4$ and $L = 5$), for control purposes of the grid-connected power converter can be compared by means of Fig. 9, where

Fig. 9. Time response of the WPLL after the frequency step, at 2 s, from 47.5 Hz to 52.5 Hz.
the time response of the PLL after the frequency transient of the grid voltage \((at \ t = 2 \ s)\) is shown.

5.2 Control of a dc motor

The proposed synchronization subsystem has been tested in simulation as a part of the whole controller in case of a grid-connected power converter feeding a dc motor. The employed MatLab/Simulink simulation model, including the power stage, the converter controller and the measurement, is depicted in Fig. 10.

![MatLab/Simulink model of a dc motor controlled by means of a grid-connected power converter. Top: power stage, including the electrical grid, the power converter and the dc machine. Bottom: the controller of the power converter and measurement blocks.](image)

The power stage includes a pure sinusoidal waveform with \(230\sqrt{2} \ V\) amplitude and 50 Hz frequency as grid voltage. The grid impedance and the inverter side inductance have been modeled as a series RL with values 0.4 \(\Omega\) and 2.5 \(mH\). The IGBT+Diode H-bridge is modeled by means of the Universal Bridge block of the SimPowerSystems Blockset. The dc filtering stage consist of one 550 \(\mu F\) capacitor and it is connected to the dc motor windings, which are connected in series. The dc machine is modeled as a separately excited dc machine by means of the DC Machine block. The measured variables in this model are, at the dc motor side, the motor speed, the output voltage of the power converter (across the dc capacitor) and the output current (flowing through the dc motor), at the electrical grid side, the grid voltage and line current waveforms are also measured.

The inner structure of the employed controller is shown in Fig. 11. The power signals employed for control purposes (voltage across the dc capacitor, grid voltage and line current) are filtered out in order to avoid the aliasing due to the sampling process. The PLL block generates a sinusoidal signal, with unitary amplitude, which is employed to evaluate the reference current (applied to port \(i_{\text{Grid}}\) in current controller). The proportional-integral (PI) block with \(K_p = K_i = 0.4\), employed in case of the SPLL-based model, evaluates the amplitude of this reference current in order to maintain the dc bus voltage at the reference value, in this case 450 \(V\). In order to compare the obtained results, the same reference voltage is employed in case of the WPLL-based model, where the Haar wavelet with five decomposition levels, that
Fig. 11. Structure of the analyzed converter controller.

was analyzed in the previous sections, is applied. The current controller is implemented as a proportional-resonant controller and, in this case, three resonant blocks have been employed at frequencies $\omega_1 = 50$ Hz, $\omega_3 = 150$ Hz and $\omega_5 = 250$ Hz. The gains of the controller are $K_p = 7$ and $K_1 = K_3 = K_5 = 200$. After the control action, in order to obtain the switching pattern, the output of the current controller must be divided by the measured dc capacitor voltage. Then, the gate pulses of the H-bridge are generated by the block PWM Generator, which applies a triangular carrier signal whose frequency matches the sampling frequency, $f_s = 6.4$ kHz.

The obtained results corresponding to the dc voltage, in case of both the conventional PLL and the WPLL, are shown in Fig. 12.a. As it can be seen, the WPLL subsystem results on an smoother dc voltage during the motor starting while the conventional SPLL subsystem, based on a PI controller, results on a 863 V transient, which could damage the power converter and the motor windings in case of no protection. The response times in both cases, after the

Fig. 12. Structure of the analyzed converter controller.
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starting transient, are 3.72 s. This is due to the fact that reference current amplitude is obtained, in both cases, by applying the same PI controller. The current line waveforms, once the dc motor reaches the steady state in both models (with the conventional SPLL and the WPLL), are shown in Fig. 12.b. The measured current THDs are 0.67% and 0.55% corresponding to the conventional SPLL and the proposed WPLL.

6. Conclusions

This book chapter presents an application of wavelets in grid-connected power converters. The proposed approach allows wavelet-based software phase locked loops (SPLLs) to be developed and implemented, replacing the proportional-integral controller in conventional SPLLs. The proposed approach results in a more flexible synchronization subsystem whose characteristics can be adjusted depending on the electrical grid disturbances. Simulation results, comparing the performance of the conventional SPLL and the wavelet-based proposed one, are given in case of a grid-connected power converter feeding a dc motor.
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